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ABSTRACT 
According with the objective of WOMEL Meeting, 
I would intend to respond the questions posed by 
the organizers: a) What has been your most 
important knowledge about contribution to 
current research on the phenomenon of lightning; 
b) Your opinion in what would be the priority 
issues on lightning research that is necessary to 
develop in the coming years? 
  

1 WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR MOST 
IMPORTANT KNOWLEDGE ABOUT 
CONTRIBUTION TO CURRENT 
RESEARCH ON THE PHENOMENON OF 
LIGHTNING 

My first relation with Lightning phenomenon 
was a indirect relation through the impulse test 
1,2/50µs on the Division of Power Transformers 
in Westinghouse S.A.(Córdoba-Spain), Figure !  

 

 
Fig.1 Test floor in Westinghouse S.A. plant in 

Córdoba (Spain) 

Later, at the Public University of Navarre 
(Pamplona-Spain) my activity was different 
because although there was no high voltage 
laboratory, there was a lot of lightning mainly 
between April and September. 

 
My activity was focused to know how was the 

lightning distribution in Navarra and find, if was 
possible, any relation between this thunderstorm 
distribution and the nature of soil modeled as a 
soil with two layers. 

 
The first distribution was generated from the 
isoceraunic level (Td) in Navarre. The result 
was to get the first map of thunderstorm 
distribution in Navarre, Figure 2, no finding a 
clear relation between the storms distribution 
and the characteristics of the first layer of soils. 

 

 
Figure 2 Keraunic maps of Navarre 

 
After this phase, my team and myself, began to 
work with the variable Ng obtained from the 
Iberdrola data base (period 1992-1997). Was a 
important step to know how are the lightning in 
Navarre, there distribution, Figure 3, 4, and 5, 
aiming their application in electrical 
engineering. 
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Figure 3	Navarra Ng (1992-19997)		

	

Fig. 4 Lightning current distribution in 
Navarre (1992-1997) 

	

Fig.5 Accumulated lightning current 
probability in Navarre 

As member of CIGRE (Lightning) was and is 
for me very interesting to study and analyse 
problems related to the protection of structures 
(external and internal). It was the moment of 
interest for the wind turbines; there was no 
documents, no specific standard, only the old 
standard for structures protection. Later, 
emerged the actual standards IEC 62305-1-2-3-
4 and due to the rapid growing of numbers and 
power of wind turbines appeared the specific 
standard for lightning protection of wind 
turbines IEC 61400-24, in which I have worked 
and follow working until now. 

The grounding has been other important activity 
in relation with the lightning. It is know that 
electrodes behaviour during a lightning current 
discharges is a complex process due to the high 

frequency component of the lightning current, 
and although normally is measured the electrode 
resistance is important take into account the 
electrode dimension due to the inductive and 
capacitive behaviour of electrode. These 
concepts are reflected in the Standard IEC 
61400-24 Wind Turbines-Part 24 Lightning 
protection, Annex I, where is introduced, as in 
the Standard 62305, the concept of minimal 
length of electrode  as a minimum length of 
earth electrode, which is recommended-lmin 
and which is required for effective dispersion of 
current in soil,  length can be calculated from 
the expression (1) 
 

G
T9,0

l c
min =  (m)                                   (1) 

 
Tc front time of lightning current in µs 
G conductance=1/RE 
RE earthing resistance 
 
2. YOUR  OPINION IN WHAT WOULD BE 
THE PRIORITY ISSUES ON LIGHTNING 
RESEARCH THAT IS NECESSARY TO 
DEVELOP IN THE COMING YEARS 

2.1 Improve the lightning detection systems and 
extend the use of this data for evaluation of the 
structures lightning protection, (peak value, 
polarity, location, measure error), according 
with IEC Standard 62858 [7] and taking into 
account the confidence ellipse based on sensor 
measurements errors. This Standard is an 
important support for the Standards 62305-1 [3] 
and 62305-2 [4] as it indicated in their 
paragraph 2 Normative references. 

2.2 Improve the EGM model taking into 
account the shape of the air terminal with 
possibility to get a stabilized upward discharge 
as well as their position on the structure. 

The Standard 62305-1 defines the air 
termination system as “part of an external LPS 
using metallic elements such as rods, mesh 
conductors or catenary wires intended to 
intercept lightning flashes”. This definition is a 
general concept that consider multiple air 
termination on the sole condition that they meet 
the dimensions indicated in the standard, but 
does not say anything about the idea that these 
air terminal are capable of delivering a 
stabilized upward discharge. 

The Standard 62305-3 (5.2) [5] indicates that 
“for all types of air terminals only the real 
physical dimensions of the metal air-termination 
systems shall be used for the determination of 
the volume protected” finding these dimensions 
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in Table 6, depending on their “mechanical and 
electrical characteristics as well as corrosion 
resistance properties  “ 

Similarly to recommendation indicated in the 
resistance properties Standard 62305-1, point 6  
“Need and economic justification for lightning 
protection”, would be possible to indicate the 
air termination characteristics to take into 
consideration the shape of them with the target 
that have a stabilized upward leader?. 

In general it is considered that a small radius ( 
R) results in a large electric field when in fact 
the electric field is related also with the 
electrical charge (Q) held by the object, 
according to the expression (2). 

           𝐸 = 𝑘 !
!!

                                          (2) 

In Figure 6 we can see the electric fields 
corresponding to two structures with different 
radii  

 

Figure 6 Structures with different electrical 
charge (Q) and radius (R) 

and in Figure 6, how is possible to have a higher 
electric field when the radius of the structure is 
greater, if t is assumed that the electric charge is 
related to the volume of structures 

 

Figure 6 Electric fields in structures with 
different radius and electrical charge 

In this case we are faced with two air 
termination with different behavior, depending 
on their radius, volume and, therefore of their 
charge induced, so we can say that the terminal 
with smaller radius (volume) launches a non-

stabilized upward leader, unlike the larger 
terminal radius (volume).  
 
3. CONCLUSIONS 

My evolution in the study of lightning running 
from my work as head of the high voltage 
laboratory (Power Transformer Division 
Westinghouse-Córdoba-Spain ) until his studio 
in Navarre (Spain), through Td and Ng in the 
1992-1997 period. 

In relation whit my opinion respect to priority 
issues on lightning research to develop in the 
incoming years 

- Improve the lightning detection systems and 
extend the use of this data for evaluation of the 
structures lightning protection, (peak value, 
polarity, location, measure error), according 
with IEC Standard 62858 ”Lightning density 
based on Lightning Location systems (LLS)”, 
and taking into account the confidence ellipse 
based on sensor measurements errors.  

 - Improve the EGM model taking into account 
the shape of the air terminal with possibility to 
get a stabilized upward discharge as well as 
their position on the structure. 
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